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Finally, we compare the NA with GA calculation, and Establish real model of DPCM to choosing evacuation path. The results are three parts: 1, measure the safety of the community neighbours. 2, simulate of escape path evacuation. 3, estimate the safety area of community.
Theory
The theoretical basis of the research included GA, GIS, Network Analysis (NA) and disaster prevention theories combine with the spatial information, systematize, and escape behaviour theory to simulate the escape situations. Spatial information talks about characteristic in urban area. Systematize explain the relationship of the street networks. Escape behaviour theory talks about the actions of evacuation people and simulate the escape path in the community escape path (Breaden, 1973) . The biological evolution aroused GA, which is a kind of optimization search model within natural choice processes. It operates by the way of the encoding gathered by parameter and gets rid of restrictions of seeking space analysis. For this reason, we can get the Global Optimum faster, and prevent it become the Local Optimum. Therefore, the study uses the GA and NA to goes on the choice of the dynamic flooding evacuation path. By the way, we can display the more real human behaviour and find the least cost evacuation path by the dynamic program of the data base in time. Receiving the batter population, we combine the function of the GIS Spatial Analysis, under the disaster prevention theories, it can present a more safe model that near to the behaviour of the really evacuation in mankind. The structure of combined GA with GIS is like Fig. 1 . 
Disaster prevention systems
According to the level of disaster and place, the emergence shelter should proved the functions like command post, information, disaster prevention, medical treatment, goods saving and so on. So the setting of emergence shelter should choice the local government, lodge to be the command post and the park, elementary school, community centre to be the emergence shelter. The planning of the emergence routes are depended on the different situation. The most important function is to provide people to escape to the safety place. And according to the Taipei Disaster-Prevention Planning, The roads were classified into emergency path system, rescue transport path system, fire control path system, and assist path system (8m) (Tseng, 2000) . Zoning of hazard prevention is an independence area which is not be influence from next area and when disaster occurred the people in the area dose not escape to other ones. And the zoning area can accept enough people.
The walk speed will be closed to normal speed if there is enough space. On the contrary, if there is not enough space, walk speed will be slow down even closed to stop depending on the increasing density. Dr. Tanaboriboon and Dr. Guyano think about that walk speed and body characteristics of western is differ with oriental. At the centre street of Bangkok city in Thailand it was studied to survey location the ambulation of people (Tanaboriboon & Guyano, 1989) . They divide service level of ambulation into 6 rankings (A, B, C, D, E and F). And they convert walk speed base on the relationship of density and discharge like (Tanaboriboon & Guyano, 1989) 
Dynamic programming
We can use dynamic programming to find the suitable evacuation path. With the dynamic programming, we can establish the decide node in the time and the node of the traffic street network. And we can combine the attribute of the traffic network and some important information with GA to find the optimum Escape Path.
Network analyze
Network Analyze is a way can get the optimum solution by some designate standards of the traffic network database. Networks are making up with some information which are expressing with points and lines. It is suitable to modelling roads, pipes, facilities and finds the optimum answers. Network analysis is one kind of analysis which in depended on the model of GIS system. The analysis way is to connect the spatial feature such as polygon, line and point and calculate the type and characteristic with the connecting networks (Djokie & Maidment, 1996) .
A: The set of arc in street network Xij: The flow of arc i,j Cij: The cast of arc i,j
Genetic algorithms
John Holland proposed genetic algorithms (GA) in 1795. This is an optimization of problem solving and technologic of machine learning. It is enlightenment from creature evolution process. The answer of every problem expresses a chromosome that present an individual creature. A group of creature were evolution by Darwin's evolutionism compete and select. The fitting creature exists that present the good solution survival the bad eliminates through competition. The new solution of new generation also to model creature propagates by survival's individual copulation and mutation (Bullock, 1995) . There are four different points between GA and traditional way of optimization and search (Woodbury 1993 ). 1. GA deals with whole set of solution, not only solution itself. 2. The search of GA starts from a group of population fitting well and scattering beginning, not from a point. 3. GA is objective function, not differentiation or others assist knowledge. 4. GA leads the direction of search only by hands around rule of probability. It is a series process of self adjusts in search control of design reasoning of GA (Jo & Gero, 1995) . The combination of design reasoning rules could be a chromosome of one of evacuation path solution. Every set of chromosome is whole result of inference path generated by probability. These evolution from parents and generate next generation were selected by environment conditions. Those are constantly adjusted through heuristic rules and search strategy, stop until solution fit need. The whole process of evolution is the process of finding out answer. The final result of inference paths, evaluative rules and solution is important knowledge of evacuation path. There are three process follow:
1. Reproduction The probability of copy from parents is derived from fitness degree of the chromosome. The common method is Roulette Wheel Selection by the percentage of its fitness degree of the chromosome over summarization of all fitness degree. That is the more high fitness degree the more opportunity to duplicate from parents. 2. Crossover After reproduction the crossover provide for exchange chromosomes between mother generations in order to get the befitted chromosome from parents (Chan & Tansri, 1994) .
Mutation
It may change some genes form some chromosomes to avoid lost the befit information by reproduction and crossover in the genetic process. So we can extend the searching space to escape from the local optimum to the global optimum.
Modelling

Establish the platform
This research carries on the construction of the development platform of the database with the geographical information system. Collect and set up relevant databases at first, then derive the model assessed in simulation and set up the data to export into interfaces. In collection of the database, will mainly collect the urban planning map and relevant attribute data, in order to build the basic geographical information system of database which constructs the calamity area, to offer basic spatial analysis and application, but the digit picture that this stage needs to finish, change of the scope of activities via presenting the time array of this area after network analysis. So must turn attribute data and spatial data into information forms of GIS, for systematic operation, it is mainly attribute data to move the urban street network, the attribute data are with the basic graph: To spread out with point ,line and polygon, each of spatial data all has specific codes and corresponding attribute value, taking network layout of traffic way as an example, its attribute data include: Serial number, length, driving speed, etc. the attribute data are stored in the data form of attribute, elected fetching the data record When, figure when it is corresponding choosing. Attribute data form and basic map is construct for escape simulation of flood disaster to take special database, digital elevation model urban planning street map, floods water possibilities map, traffic network data, etc. We use GIS to establish the system which combining the data base of the flood information. At first, we search and collect the flooding data base. And than we infer the estimating model, and set up the in put and out put of the system. About the base data, we collect the urban planning map and some correlating data to be the digital data. It can provide some applications and display the variations of the activity of the time series in the area. We divide the format into three parts, the data base are display in the shape of point, line and polygon. There are its own coding and data in each spatial object. For example, the traffic network has its own data just like coding, length, speed and so on. These data are written in the table of the data base. When you select the record, the corresponding shape will be selected. In this study, we establish these spatial data which are the topographic chart, the data of traffic network, the block of urban planning, and the flood frequency, and so on to model the evacuation path. We study with the community neighbors. At first, we assess the Emergence route and establish the relationship of the street space. Second, we set up the cell and street networks to interpret the spatial environment. Third, we suppose some methods to simulate the Zoning of Hazard prevention evacuation and to divide the different of the Zoning of Hazard prevention (Li, 1999) .
Establish the rescue refuge rings 3.2.1 Emergence shelter
After the basic data are collected, to city taking escape stronghold is it select to go on, as take escape to choose stronghold mainly with school, park open space mainly here of the area.
Emergence route
Planer will take escape in the route and divide into four grades mainly while urban planning of the road value and to assess proceed of present situation, and classify the traffic network, in order to use as the follow-up network analysis.
Zoning of hazard prevention
The escape area is divide four part to mainly to set up, the major is divide into spatial geometry and network analysis two ways. 1. Spatial Geometry Analysis With analysis and geometry of ring land that is regarded as the calculation that is rowed and had in space geometry is analyses, analysis in accordance with making and rowed and set up the space equidistantly, but several geometry analyses that separate and take escape the area with the central line in the ring land.
Network Analysis
Network analysis is make mathematical calculations to go on with time and distance two impedance, it is analysis to go on with unit length by each impedance value of route to hinder to resist, regard place of making it as with school export when the it can be regarded, in area can reached is it appear to go on so as to a data.
Establish the dynamic evacuation path model 3.3.1 Dynamic evacuation path
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Fig. 2. The dynamic evacuation path model
We establish the evacuation path by the data of different time series. We suppose that the depth of the flood get an even rising. So we divide the time into some parts of time series. Upon the data of the time series, we can get the flood frequency in the different time series and help us to make some decision. In this study, we used different decision node in the traffic network and different time series to select the evacuation path like Fig. 2 . In Fig. 2 , DP is combined with S1, S2, S3 and S4, and according to the different data bases in each time series these evacuation paths. E is the decision nodes of path. 
d: the depth of the flood ; t: the time series; p: the moving path; s: segment of path DP: Path Distance. We use Best Route (BR) to calculate the optimum in this study. BR is one kind of the network analysis. It uses the minimum cumulative impedance to find the optimum with two or more traffic nodes in the traffic network. These path nodes can be sequence. And the response unite can be selected in the traffic network data items. For example, we can use the distance and time as the response unites to simulating the more real situation. So we use distance and deliver time to calculate the optimum in this study.
Genetic algorithms
The knowledge representation is the key of whole system of Evacuation Path Model (EPM). There are chromosome, environmental parameters and fitness function. These derived from path table, node table, choose table, dynamic function and GA table in Table 2 . Choose Table   1 . Code of Chromosome The concept is developed by initial evacuation path's idea. The result of chosen path could be transformed a serious genes to combine chromosome. Assuming one area has many nodes (for example… P1, P2, P3, …, Pn.), each node has a lot of path to be chosen. The Fig. 3 shows the node P1 has two paths can be chosen, there are two chosen method. As the same way, the P2 has three chosen method. Thus we can establish the attributes of choose table  (like table 2 ) from node table. The table 2 presents the spatial relationship and chosen method of each node. The dynamic function is to transform the gene code into the evacuation path (like Fig. 4) . The gene code follows the id to be a chromosome in the GA. The id just the sequence number there is no any means in this table. If we decide the start node is (P1) and the end node is (P14) of evacuation path. The first id just is in the name of start node (P1), the gene code is (1). Then we can choose the next node by index the gene code from choose table. For the start node (P1, 1) we can index P1 choose the (1) method to find out the P4. So the next node is P4, we transform the gene code from (1, 1) to (P1, 1) to (P1, P4). Then repeat the steps above until the next node is just equal the end node. Final we can spatial join table to GIS to draw out the evacuation path (like the red line in Fig. 4) . The rule of crossover between two chromosomes is before we cut any segment by random, after we crossover them.
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• RR: Reproduction Rate is the copy rate of mother generation. Whether the individual child will be reproduction, it depended on its subsistence probability. If the subsistence probability is higher, it will be more chance copied. It will have more opportunity to evolve.
• CR: Crossover Rate is the exchange percentage between any two chromosomes of parents.
• MR: Mutation Rate is self-change probability of any chromosome. 3. Fitness Function The fitness function is the rules to estimate cases and give weight score. It is the tool to judge the better or worse one. It can decide to eliminate the unsuitable case. It including evaluation the rank of evacuation path, the successive nodes of evacuation path, the number of nodes, the length of evacuation path and the number of repeat path in evacuation path choose.
Result
Computing rescue refuge rings in shiji area
This chapter will take the Shiji City in the Keelung River Basin for case in this study. The boundary is like Fig. 5 . We apply river digital topographic map, Digital Elevation Model, Traffic Network Data, Urban Planning Map, etc. According the functions required. We can analyze the demand of data, and build database. 
Emergence route setting
We adopt Taipei Disaster-Prevention Planning for the setting of road class. The roads were classified into four classes: emergency path system (20m) rescue transport path system (15m) fire control path system (8m) and assist path system (8m), like Fig. 7 . 
Zoning of hazard prevention setting
The zoning of hazard prevention are calculate by spatial and network analysis. We use schools to be the Emergence shelter and the emergence routes to calculate the area of network.
1. Spatial Geometry Analysis We use the center of schools to be the point and calculate the perpendicular bisector in the area you can use the shortest distance to the Emergence shelter. Like Fig. 8 .
Fig. 8. Calculate by Spatial Geometry Analysis
We also use buffer to calculate the same distance area to be the refuge rings. In Fig. 9 , we use the distance of 500m to display the area of near ones. Some area cover the same place and some place are not covered. Fig. 9 . Calculate by buffer analysis 2. Network Analysis In this study, we use distance and deliver time to be the cast of the weighting. By distance we calculate the network with 500m, like Fig. 10 . 
Zoning of Hazard Prevention
When look into the large scale, we can find the refuge rings with different shapes. In Fig. 12 -15, we can find the relationship between the Emergence shelter and Zoning of Hazard prevention. 
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With the data of geometry and facility, we can compare the value of plan property like Table 3 . the data of spatial information
We can use the data to calculate the efficiency of the plans, in table 4, we use some formula to estimate the emergence system. We use the building coverage ratio and zoning area to calculate the service efficiency. By using the floor space index floor area ratio and Emergence shelter area to presume the population. The road and area and rate can talk about the efficiency and the area type also can be assessed to the potency. Table 4 . the estimate of emergence system
We establish the master place to calculate the variation of the Emergence shelter like Fig. 17-20 . 
Computing evacuation path in shiji area
This chapter will take the Shiji City in the Keelung River Basin for case in this study. The boundary is like Fig. 21 . We apply river digital topographic map, Digital Elevation Model, Traffic Network Data, Urban Planning Map, etc. According the functions required. We can analyze the demand of data, and build database.
Fig. 21. The Region of Shiji
Establish the traffic street network
We adopt Taipei Disaster-Prevention Planning for the setting of road class. The roads were classified into four classes: emergency path system (20m) rescue transport path system (15m) fire control path system (8m) and assist path system (8m). To define the boundary of Urban Disaster Prevention & Rescue Refuge Rings, we take the service radius (600m) of high school elementary schools, and the range of refuge rings is about 300m~500m. The walk time of refuge rings is about 5~10 minutes and to consider other resource of Disaster Prevention & Rescue. The construction of the disaster prevention network model is like Fig.  22 . 
Network analysis of the evacuation path
This part we use Best Route to calculate the optimum. We use distance and deliver time to search for the least accumulative cost like Fig. 23 and Fig. 24 . In Fig. 23 , Best Route calculates the least accumulative cost by the distance. But in Fig. 24 is depends on deliver time. There are some different evacuation paths in the tow figure. The reason of the different is the class of the path. The high level paths get the short deliver time, but these cost more distance. So we get the different optimum with Best Route. 
Working data and parameter setting
Before process the GA calculation, we must to precede the pattern of Gene Coding. Let the variables indicate the suitable sequence in the computer operating. And we decoding it and return the result (like Fig. 25 ).
Final we set the parameter like Initial population, crossover rate and mutation rate. After we coding the refuge node, we can create initial population and choose the start node. This study on GA's parameter set up 1500 initial populations, and it has 0.5% crossover rate and 0.1% mutation rate. To search evacuation path, we use GA technique to get an answer belong to the problem form of the limited type model. The region of answer could be very small. The result could be segment to several areas. It would have low rate to get optimization answer with this model, and the rate of best answer also obvious level down. Generally speak the best answer often appearance on cape area that on the boundary region of the feasible solution. If we only adopt the information of the feasible solution, it would increase search time and difficulty. Gen (1997) use GA to solve the limited type of problem model, it will often appear the result that not falls into feasible solution region. Gen solve these problems by four kinds of strategy, we use two kinds of methods in the following (Gen, M. and Miller, 1997) . 1. Reject Strategy Once the answer of GA output in not feasible solution region, we throw down that chromosome right away. Make sure the chromosome that making duplicate always in the feasible solution region.
2. Penalty Strategy At original target function, increase a penalty item. The penalties items will check by the level of individual act against restrict. The degree of act against is more. The penalty function is bigger. Whereas is smaller. These study give different degrees of penalty function with have inundation or not. So we can make the limit question into in limit.
Operation interface and process
On the process of searching the best evacuation path, we adopt two different methods to find the solution. First, it is on the condition of evacuation path continuous each other and processes the optimization of path. Second, it is on the unlimited condition, so all influential factor proceed in different indicators weights. The first method has better searching speed, the second method has longer time to calculate, but it is flexible. In this study, we take the first method to simulating. The operation interface is like Fig. 26 
The Simulation of the dynamic evacuation path by GA
We calculate the different evacuation path with the data base in the first and sixteen time series by GA. According to the depth of the flood frequency of the time series, GA search for the optimum are distinct like Fig. 28 and Fig. 29 . In the first time series GA get the smooth evacuation path. In the Fig. 28 GA calculate the evacuation path with the first time series data, and some data base of the traffic network are unhindered. But in the sixteen time series the data of traffic network get more resistance. So the optimums of evacuation path get a more distance like Fig. 29 . We use the dynamic program to calculate the sequence evacuation paths in different time series. If we set up the more decision nodes, we will get the more real Dynamic Evacuation Path. With the different data base of time series, we divided the time series into three parts. At first, we set up the same destination. We use the data base of the first hour. And it gets the first part of evacuation path like Fig. 30 . Second, we try to set up the traffic node to be the first decision node in the first part of evacuation path. Third, we use the fifth hour data to be the second time series. And calculates the evacuation path from the first decision node and get the second part of evacuation path. Forth like Fig. 31 , we set up the second decision node from the second part of evacuation path, and use the data base of ninth hour to be the third time series. We use GA to calculate the evacuation path from the second decision node and get the second part of evacuation path like Fig. 32 . Finally, we combined with the three parts of evacuation path to be the Devacuation path like Fig. 33 . In this study we get the different evacuation path by using the NA and GA calculations. The evacuation path of the NA is depending with the least accumulative cost by deliver time. So the simulation of evacuation path choices the fast moving path which is not depends on the least distance. The evacuation path of NA is green color in the Fig. 34 . Fig. 32 & Fig. 33 .The evacuation path of the Third Time Series and the dynamic evacuation path of GA The GA searches the optimum by coding, the weight of the data base of the traffic network and penalty function. So the simulation of the GA's evacuation path in some path avoids the depth of flood. The evacuation paths of GA are brown, yellow and red color in the Fig. 34 . 
Conclusion
In this study, we use the spatial information, systematize, and escape behaviour theory to establish the zoning of Hazard prevention. And compare the spatial information and some data of facility. By using this number we can understand the plan of the place. We just treat the shape of the zoning Hazard prevention, some area should regulate in some spatial objects to conform the more real situation. Also, we establish disaster databases to proceed with case study and bring up the preliminary analysis result, Combining GA and GIS to deal with the dynamic time space data, we point on the different selections of the path with the GA and NA, and the simulation can offer the better hermeneutic capability to process dynamic flooding evacuation path modal. We constructing the database of dynamic time and spatial and the pattern of analyzing evacuation path, and to propose the method of combination further, and analyze the process of the combination of spatial and time information. Using dynamic program to simulate the evacuation path by calculating with the different time series with these decision nodes which are in the traffic network can provide the more real situation. NA can set up more suitable data base which are according to the flood data to simulate the more real situation with the time series. With the suitable data NA search the optimum with the least accumulative cost will more flexible. GA searches the optimum by chromosome operation. The different methods of coding and penalty function may make up the different optimums. So taking a look at the methods is important operation to search the optimum.
